EUROPEAN PATENT APPLICATION

(54) Mobile electronic control system

(57) The invention relates to the mobile electronic control system (Mobile ECS), which is designed in order to detect violations in areas that are impossible to be monitored continuously and that are out of the fixed traffic violation detection system spots, and comprises a system comprising a portable wireless camera system, GPRS Router, industrial computer, video-camera and keyboard, Mobile DVR, and Roughmeter located in vehicles comprising in the interior design a rear and front section, a plexy glass and moving mechanism, an electric sunroof, accumulators comprising of a charging dynamo, a voltage regulator and an alternator, leather furnishing and cloth, system insurance panel, MDF Cabinet and desks, rear independent air conditioner, and a sliding rear door window.

Figure 1.c
Description

[0001] The invention relates to a mobile electronic control system (Mobile ECS) and is designed as an alternative technology in order to realize the following in areas that are impossible to be monitored continuously and that are out of the fixed traffic violation detection system spots,

- to avoid traffic problems caused by parking violations,
- to avoid accidents caused by yellow box (scanned area) crossroads security control and overspeed in certain spots,
- to protect the security of life and property of pedestrians and vehicles,
- to avoid traffic problems caused by emergency lane and red light violations, and to measure surface roughness and quality of the road.

Operation Structure of the Mobile Electronic Control System

[0002] - The mobile system catches images where a parking violation is done.
- The Mobile Electronic Control System processes the camera images on vehicles and detects parking violations.
- It detects certain violations on spots where there does not exist any Emergency Lane violation detection system.
- It catches and follows the image in crossroads where the Yellow Box (Scanned Area) or crossroads control is not available or no application is realized.
- In the system the speed measurement is done through RADAR (Laser, Doppler, RF) or Image processing technology. With the laser-based speed measurement device in the vehicle, vehicle speECS can be detected. If desired, speed violation detection can be realized through video cameras. In case of a violation, license plate reading process is provided through the camera or video camera image in the system.
- All the equipment belonging to the Mobile Electronic Control System functions for 12 hours uninterruptedly, even if the vehicle is locked and in addition by the addition of energy it operates and be monitored for 7/24.
- The system is resistant to high heat and tough air conditions, and is able to catch images at night with the support of 4 video cameras in the special design infrared high speed PTZ mobile system.
- The vehicle in which the system is installed can be monitored live and real time via the satellite internet or GPRS EDGE connection on the electronic control system spots by the centre.
- 8-channel real time (30/25 IPS) recording, compatible with Mobile DVR cameras is possible.
- The Mobile Electronic Control System vehicle has a hydraulic lever which enables getting images even as high as 4 meters high with the video camera above.
- The Mobile Electronic Control System has a sensor that enables getting meteorological data and transmitting these data to the centre when needed.
- The roughmeter measures surface roughness, and the portable device measures the quality of the road.

The Communication System

[0003] The systems to be installed can realize the recording process in the local system as compatible with the systems in the present traffic control centre, and can be monitored and controlled on the Electronic Control System spots or from the traffic control centre with the GPRS ROUTER.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS;

GPRS ROUTER

[0004] High speed UMTS technology realizes the data transfer up to 384 kb/h. This speed is the effective speed for image transferring in the traffic cameras (traffic density, crossroads cameras etc.) or security and monitoring sector (building control etc.).

[0005] In addition, High Speed Downlink Package Access Technology increases the speed for downlink up to 3.6 Mb/h. This extra downlink speed enables video recording. If there is no UMTS or HSDPA available, it utilizes the EDGE technology with speed up to 236 Kb/h or the GSM-GPRS technology with speed limited to 85.6 Kb/h.

[0006] The main advantage is the extra-high communication speed. Router is designed in a way to operate in professional applications that requires high volume data transfer through mobile wireless networks in short time intervals and is ideal for all camera applications.

[0007] Another advantage is that it can be configure on the user-friendly, password-protected web interface (HTTP). In other words, it is possible to configure the parameters of a router on a web browser (MS Explorer, Mozilla-Firefox etc.) anywhere in the world.

GPRS ROUTER’s Important Features:

[0008] - Automatic IP addressing on DHCP - LAN networks
- Configuration on HTTP server - internet server
- Anat - Address dial-up for internal and external networks
- SMS Informing - Informing the relevant individuals via SMS by switching on and off the power supply or GPRS connection,
- IPsec - Providing the external servers with a secure (with password) connection,
- L2TP - tunneling interconnection protocol,
- DynDNS - dynamic IP addressing support,
- NTP - time synchronization,
- FTP communication,
- Displaying the GPRS Status on the LED Light,
- Optionally, providing a second interface with a RS232/RS485/MBUS or I/O feature,
- It is possible to enable On-line information sharing on the GSM signal status, and if desired, inserting 2 SIM cards.

Portable Wireless Camera System;

[0009] This system provides the specified field of vision day and night thanks to its special glasses.
[0010] The camera on the hat gets the images using the image processing method of vehicle license plates and realizes the local video and image recording process. With the wireless transmission device on it, it transmits the images to the system.
[0011] Each WS - 410 antenna operates on 2.4 Ghz frequency individually. It enables the communication with the wireless networks surrounding it and transmits the data.

Industrial Computer

2 U Computer system case;

[0012] The CPU to be used is a two-kernel processor with a min speed of 2 Ghz., a 4 MB L2 cache, and a 800 MHz front data bus. The HDDs in the system are located in special independent cassettes. In order to protect the minimum vibration and shock waves from being effected, the surroundings of HDD is covered with a no-silicon special material and the HDD is located in the special cassette without any space for a physical connection.
- The computer should have a memory of Min. 2 Gb. Ram, and should enable upgrading to 8 GB. Ram.
- It has at least 2 extensible PCI slots.
- It has an onboard 10/100 BaseT Ethernet port inlet, an onboard Sound card, and Min. 2x5000 Gb. 7200 Rpm 32 MB Cache HDD.
- The Industrial Computer has a digital recording feature with an input of min 4 videos and sound.
- It has Min. 1 Min DVD+/RW 16x Light Scribe, Min. 1 Com Port , 6 Usb, 1 RJ 45 input, and Min. 256Mb. VGA output.
- It supports Windows and Linux based operating systems.

Cameras and Keyboard

[0013] Infrared High Speed P / T / Z Mobile System, 1/4 " SONY CCD Day&Night Camera, 480 TV line , f=3.5 - 91 mm, 26 x optical zoom ,0.01 lux, tilt speed: 0o - 40o /sec, Pan speed 0o - 800 /sec, maximum pan converter 360o constant, maximum tilt converter +90o - -90o, pan preset speed 1000/sec, tilt preset speed 600 /sec 128 preset, 6 track (scanning), 752 x 582 active pixel, shutter speed 1/3 -1/10.000 sec, superior aluminum exterior, resistant to high temperature, and resistant to air conditions, IP66 security level, multi-protocol, RS - 485, resistant to dust, anti-fogging, protection against freezing, 2-Channel alarm output, the operation Temperature: -35°C ~ +55°C, baud width: 2400 Bps - 19200 Bps, RS485 control 90% humidity resistant video-camera.

TC-M 26SNB Infrared High Speed P/T/Z Mobile System

[0015] Speed Dome Controller Keyboard (3 - Axis)
- 3-Axis joystick Keyboard
- 5 inch color monitor
- OSD Menu, Baud speed range : 2400 Bps - 19200 Bps Multi Protocol
- RS - 485 and RS - 232 output, smart dome camera, decoder and processor and several other equipment can be controlled by this system.

Mobile DVR

[0016] Mobile DVR, Real time recording and monitoring (400Fps Real-Time), various screen display modes, for each 400 FPS channel 25 FPS recording speed, 704x576 (D1 Resolution) recording resolution, time, movement, planned, alarm, emergency recording options, NTSC / PAL video format, H-264 codec 8-channel video and in addition, 1-Channel VGA, 1-Channel CVBS, 1-Channel Spot output, OggVorbis 16 Kbps sound codec 8-channel input and 1 output, 8 alarm input and 4 output Client software present in the system can be connected to over 250 DVR devices simultaneously and 64 cameras can be displayed on the same screen.

[0017] With the Internet Explorer Support, it enables recording to the medium, remote record monitoring and record back-up that can be accessed via the web interface.

[0018] It supports TCP /IP and MultiCast protocol, and Dual Stream for low speed internet lines.

[0019] Internal DVD-RW, Client Software, internet Explorer, VCR, USB Flash Disk, USB CD-DVD/RW back-up is available.

[0020] User authorizations are watching camera display, watching camera recording, listening to sound recording, etc. PTZ supports a number of commonly used protocols.
For remote control it includes Client Software, IP Keyboard, Internet Explorer, IR remote control, and 8 pieces of 2000 GB HDD (Total=16000Gb) can be inserted.

The interior dynamic is protected against oscillation and other factors using a vibration and shock waves absorptive silicon content special material against vibration.

Roughometer

Roughometer measures the surface roughness, and the portable device measures the quality of the road. It can be used as an alternative to laser profile determination devices. As a result of measurements, such conditions as which roads need maintenance, if the roads have the required specific roughness value, the wearing tendencies of the roads, the performances of the used materials, how the traffic affects the quality of the road can be detected.

The data collected can be saved in the device and can be transmitted to the computer later. Detailed tables, graphs, GPS maps (optional) related to the road surface can be prepared. No computer is needed inside to use the device.

Contrary to traditional batteries, it has 100% discharge option, and can be safely used in places of very high vibration with its strong structure and gel technology. Since it is resistant to vibration, it can be used in cross-country vehicles, construction machinery, ships and vessels.

It has the following features: circuit breakers for input, load and accumulator 3 two-polar Thermo - Magnetic W-automaton insurance operation technique, phase angle controlled thyristor module rectifier, can be used as direct current supply or accumulator charge device, microprocessor controlled, value setting in the digital panel, separate outputs for load and accumulator, parallel and serial connection, 230 Vac sinus wave output voltage, 50 Hz+/- 0.05% output Frequency, 0-100 A suitable charge flow.

Vehicle interior design

Rear section (mdf), Front section (mdf); is approximately made of 22 mm mdf block and the sides are made of fiberglass. To fix, tatheral steel bars have been used from the interior part.

Plexy glass and moving mechanism is made of approximately 50-70 cm plexy glass that links the driver and the rear section. It gets the ability to move from the 12 volt engine and can move up and down in 10 seconds. It can be used from both the front and the rear section.

Charging dynamo, voltage regulator, alternator; in the accumulators inserted in the vehicle and other current consuming equipment, it is possible to charge more powerfully without impairing the originality of the vehicle. It charges its own system up to 40 amp. With those to be inserted later, it can charge to its full capacity of 90 amp.

Electric Sunroof; Sunroof can be mounted on the roof of the vehicle, with the full automatic and sunlight protection shade approximately sized 45-55. It is used to enable fresh air flow from outside to inside.

Leather furnishing and cloth is applied on raw products such as Mdf and fiberglass, lateral bar, etc. by coating and adhering. Vinyl and knitted fabric is not used.

System insurance panel is designed to trigger the voltages and tensions of products to be inserted or furnished later and to be used as a protection circuit.

Mdf cabinet and desks are made of mdf and fiberglass optionally. They will be manufactured in a way to be resistant to mobile conditions.

Rear independent air conditioner will be used for the purposes of cooling and heating the rear section, since the cockpit and the rear passenger sections will be divided. The system will be supported by the vehicle’s own air conditioner compressor, and the front and rear sections will function separately.

Sliding rear door window; This window opens to the left side and will enable sunlight to come into the vehicle during the day.

1.3 kw or 1 kw 220 w generator will meet the rectifier present in the vehicle and the 220 w potential need out of the vehicle.

The vehicle operates on gas, and the assembly of the starting system is rope-driven. The pneumatic lever will rise as high as approximately 3 meters out of the vehicle. The entire system is hydraulic, and designed telescopically. It will use the largest telescope with a diameter of approximately 13 cm and the smallest telescopes with a diameter of 0.8 cm.

Software

The Mobile ECS software can realize the license plate recognition system on a desired number of spots simultaneously. It can read and identify manually. It can read and identify automatically and by action.

The Mobile ECS software realizes the license plate recognition operation successfully on the camera image independently from the field of vision even when the vehicles approach to the camera from different angles.

The Mobile ECS software can display the image in real time (25 fps) on the screen for each camera.

The Mobile ECS software can function on a computer as 2 software when desired. The image capture card to be used should have four (4) inlets. Each inlet can operate for PAL 25 frame/second, and in total PAL 100 frame/second.

The software that transmits the parking viola-
tion images to the centre can realize this operation on the ECS spots through the satellite internet or special storage unit.

[0042] The traffic fine regulation is done automatically with the present information. When desired, recording over the vehicle camera image is possible. The violation detection is performed automatically. Violation detection is available day and night.

[0043] On the software: emergency lane, parking violation detection, yellow box, license plate detection, speed detection can be performed.

Explanation Of Drawings:

[0044]

Figure 1.a : Vehicle back view with the MOBILE ECS System
Figure 1.b : Vehicle top view with the MOBILE ECS System
Figure 1.c : Vehicle side view with the MOBILE ECS System

Claims

1. The invention relates to the mobile electronic control system (Mobile ECS), is designed in order to detect violations in areas that are impossible to be monitored continuously and that are out of the fixed traffic violation detection system spots, and comprises a system comprising a portable wireless camera system, GPRS Router, industrial computer, video-camera and keyboard, Mobile DVR, and Roughmeter located in vehicles comprising in the interior design a rear and front section, a plexy glass and moving mechanism, an electric sunroof, accumulators comprising a charging dynamo, a voltage regulator and an alternator, leather furnishing and cloth, system insurance panel, MDF Cabinet and desks, rear independent air conditioner, and a sliding rear door window.

2. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, comprising a radar or image processing technology that detects speed measurements with the laser-based speed measurement device.

3. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, wherein the camera or video camera captures the image as to the license plate reading process in case of a violation.

4. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, wherein all the equipment within the system can function for 12 hours uninterruptedly even if the vehicle is locked, and in addition, by the addition of energy it operates for 7/24.

5. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, wherein at least 4 high speed PTZ mobile system cameras are resistant to high temperature and severe air conditions, and can capture color images at night.

6. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, wherein the vehicle in which the system is installed has the satellite internet or GPRS EDGE connection on the electronic control system spots in order to be monitored live and real time by the centre.

7. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, wherein it operates compatibly with Mobile DVR cameras in order to perform a 8-channel real time (30/25 IPS) record when driving.

8. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, wherein the hydraulic lever comprising a video camera on that can capture the image as high as approximately 4 meters.

9. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, wherein the sensor can obtain meteorological data and transmit these data to the centre when required.

10. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, comprising a roughmeter that measures the surface roughness and a portable device that measures the quality of the road.

11. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, wherein the systems to be installed can realize the recording process in the local system as compatible with the systems in the present traffic control centre, and can be monitored and controlled on the Electronic Control System spots and from the traffic control centre with the GPRS ROUTER.

12. GPRS Roter according to Claim 11, is characterized with the data transfer up to 384 kb/h with the high speed UTMS technology for the image transfer.

13. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, wherein the portable wireless camera system glasses that gives the desired field of vision day and night.

14. Portable wireless camera system according to claim 13, wherein the camera on the hats gets the images using the image processing method of vehicle license plates and realizes the local video and image recording process.

15. Portable wireless camera system according to Claim 13, wherein the wireless transmission device trans-
mits the images to the system, each antenna operates in 2.4 Ghz frequency separately, and enables communication with the surrounding wireless networks.

16. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, comprising an industrial computer comprising a two-kernel processor with a Cpu Speed of min. 2 Ghz, 4 MB L2 cache, 800 MHz front data bus, and in order to protect the minimum vibration and shock waves from being effected, the surroundings of HDD is covered with a no-silicon special material and the HDD is located in the special cassette without any space for a physical connection.

17. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, wherein the video-camera and keyboard can record day and night, is high resolution, resistant to dust, anti-fogging, and protected against freezing.

18. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, wherein Mobile DVR can be connected to over 250 DVR devices simultaneously and can display 64 cameras on the same screen with the real time recording and monitoring, various screen display modes, for each channel 25 FPS recording speed, 704x576 (D1 Resolution) recording resolution, time, movement, planned, alarm, emergency recording options, NTSC / PAL video format, H-264 codec 8-channel video and in addition, 1-Channel VGA, 1-Channel CVBS, 1-Channel Spot output, OggVorbis 16 Kbps sound codec 8-channel input and 1 output, 8 alarm input and 4 output Client software.

19. Mobile DVR according to Claim 18, wherein the interior dynamic is protected against oscillation and other factors using a vibration and shock waves absorptive silicon content special material against vibration.

20. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, wherein the battery with its 100 % discharge ability, strong structure and gel technology can be safely used in places with a high vibration.

21. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, wherein the vehicle in the interior design has a plexy glass and moving mechanism comprising a front and rear section approximately made of 22 mm mdf block and the sides made of fiberglass, where tatheral steel bars are used from the interior part to fix, a plexy glass of approximately 50-70 cm that links the driver and the rear section, that gets the ability to move from the 12 volt engine, moves up and down in 10 seconds, and can be used from both the front and rear sections.

22. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, comprising a charging dynamo, voltage regulator and alternator in the interior design, which can be inserted in the vehicle.

23. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, comprising an electric sunroof in the vehicle interior design that is mounted on the vehicle roof with the full automatic and sunlight protection shade approximately sized 45-55, and that is used to enable fresh air to come from the exterior in the interior part.

24. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, comprising leather furnishing and cloth in the vehicle interior design, which is applied on raw products such as Mdf and fiberglass, lateral bar, etc. by coating and adhering.

25. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, comprising a system insurance panel in the vehicle interior design, which is designed to trigger the voltages and tensions of products to be inserted or furnished later and to be used as a protection circuit.

26. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, comprising Mdf cabinet and desks in the vehicle interior design, which are made of mdf and fiberglass optionally and manufactured in a way to be resistant to mobile conditions.

27. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, comprising a rear independent air conditioner in the vehicle interior design, which will be used for the purposes of cooling and heating the rear section, since the cockpit and the rear passenger sections will be divided, which will be supported by the vehicle’s own air conditioner compressor, and through which the front and rear sections will function separately.

28. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, comprising a sliding rear door window in the vehicle interior design, which opens to the left side and will enable sunlight to come into the vehicle during the day.

29. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, wherein the assembly of the starting system of the vehicle to which the system will be mounted is rope-driven and wherein a pneumatic lever designed telescopically and entirely hydraulically will rise as high as approximately 3 meters out of the vehicle.

30. Mobile electronic control system according to Claim 1, comprising software that can realize the license plate recognition system on a desired number of spots simultaneously, read and identify manually, and can read and identify automatically and by action.
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